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~
~ "Reading maketh a man," is a proverb known to all.== However reading has to be cultivated right from a young age for
~ it to become a life long habit. Parents play a big role in

~
rJ'j cultivating goodhabits and the school can be a nurturing place to

further strengthen them.

As regards reading, the School has a good Library and
every week every child upto Std.VIII is expected to read a
general book and also write some appreciation on it.

A girl who left us ten years ago telephoned me some time
back to say that she was going abroad and mentioned that she
owed her success to the School as it was here that she improved
her reading and communication skills. Her communication
skills have impressed people wherever she has gone.

o

FROM THE CHAIRMAN'S DESK

There are many such students. In such cases I feel the
home environment also must have been good and parents too
must have taken efforts. The School alone cannot dovery much.

Respect for Teachers from the students' community is
slowly on the decline these days, though in this School it is not
bad. Even here we find that there are some students with
fissiparous tendencies. When we analyse these cases we notice
that such students do not see proper standards set either at
home or in most aspects in society today. Such students become
problem children in the School. In a school like ours where there
is a lot of freedom & hardly any punishment, the job of the
Teacher is very tough, though they are very committed and
involved. My only appeal to parents is to keep track of the child's
work and habits and report to the School if there are problems.
The Schoolwill be happy to assist.

In the academic year that has just ended, the School has
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The only way to get the best of on argument is to ovoid it.
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made serious efforts to strengthen the Audio Visual Department. We have
collected a number of CDs to teach various lesso 1S upto Std.X. This tool, in the
hands of a good Teacher, becomes very effective in arousing and sustaining the
interest of the student in the topics taught. The Teachers present the lessons
through Power-Point Presentations & CDs which are animated. Using this
method eliminates to a great extent the monotony ofhearing only the Teacher's
voice. Teachers have found this method very useful. Parents who have the
facility at home can make use ofthese CDs to revise the lessons.

Similarly, the School is doing many things like "Learning Box, Abacus,
Mental Ability, Foundation, Asset, AIEEE and CPT" which we feel are good to
widen the vision of our children. What surprises me is that there is hardly any
reaction from parents. I know when parents spend so much money on the
Education of their children, they are deeply interested in the learning processes
adopted by the School. The lack of reaction of most of the parents on any aspect
even when it affects their wards, worries me.

We want parents to be more involved because I know for certain there are
parents who can offer valuable suggestions.

Sometimes I get a feeling that parents are wary of expressing their views
honestly out of the anxiety that their ward may become a victim of the wrath of
the Teachers. I want to assure you that none of our Teachers stoop to such low
levels and if by chance that happens, such a person will have no place in this
School.

-M.S. Iyengar
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Its not good enough to be good if we here the ability to be better.
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COMPETITIONS AND CELEBRATIONS
This year we had a lot of interesting competitions. Children participated

enthusiastically.
8.6.08 World Ocean Day (VSP)

Children had placards representing the importance of Oceans and a quiz was
conducted.
Van Mahotsava Week (VSP)
We had skits and talks on the importance of plants and herbs. Children
donated a sapling a day to the school.
Silver Jubilee Celebrations
International Youth Day (VSP)
A skit-on the importance that Youth play in our Country's future was enacted
by class VII.
Vinayaka Chathurthi was celebrated with bhajan and dance. (Ponmeni Jr.)
W.J. McMohan Creative writing competition prize distribution.
Ganesh Chaturthi and Teachers Day (VSP)
Children made beautiful keychains and gave it to the Teachers as a token of
gratitude & appreciation. Lord Ganesha was invoked by pooja, song and
dance.
Onam (VSP)
An Artistic 'Pookolam' adorned our entrance, to receive King Mahabali. The
legend was retold with a grand finale of 'Kaikottikali' by the Teachers.
World Peace Day (VSP)
Children made flags (with messages on Peace written on them) which were
planted around the campus.
World Wildlife Day (VSP)
UKG children dressed as animals recited rhymes and spoke about an,imals.
Navarathri Day (VSP)
We had our little ones pose as 'Golu' dolls and the importance of each day was
enacted by the children.
Diwali the festival of light was celebrated in a colourful way with a skit and a
dance. (Ponmeni Jr.)
Diwali (VSP)
Diwali was celebrated with song and dance. A skit on safety rules to follow on
Diwali with the message - Diwali, a festival of lights, not sound, was enacted
by Class VII
Children's Day (VSP)
We had a 'puppet show' by the teachers. A talent show, too, where children
amazed us with their talents.
World Day for Prevention of Child Abuse (VSP)
Vegetable Carving. (Ponmeni Jr.)
One nation reading together (VSP)
National Pollution Control Day (VSP)
Types of Pollution, its effects and prevention - was beautifully conveyed by
the children.
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!quality of-our life is determined by the quality of our time spent. Time is currency in 21st century. The Indian Philosophical thought shared some valuable insights on time
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Value education is given a lot of importance. Teachers talk in the assembly
about good habits and values to follow.

We had flag hoisting on Independence Day and Republic Day and the Headgirl gave
a speech.
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Lamp decoration competition was introduced this year and received good
response. It being the Silver Jubilee Year we had a grand function in July
in which many of our young -Ieevanites took part in singing, dance and
drama. (PonmeniJr.)
Human Rights Day (VSP)
Six Fundamental Rights were enacted by Std II students beautifully clad in
colourful costumes.
Fresh Flower Arrangement
Children showed their creativity in designing their imagination. (Ponmeni

Farewell hosted by Class XI students.
Science Week (VSP)
Thanks giving party hosted by Class XII students
Id and Christmas were celebrated with speeches, singing carols and dancing.
The highlight of the celebration was Santa's coming by car. (Ponmeni Jr.)
Christmas (VSP)
We had the 'Nativity Play' songs and dance by the KG section. Santa visited

New Year celebrations by Class IX
Harvest festival, Pongal was celebrated as thanksgiving for Mother Nature
and animals which help us. (Ponmeni Jr.)
Pongal (VSP)
Folk dance and talks on the importance of Pongal was done by Std I students.
World Cleanliness Day (VSP)
The Little Tots of LKG spoke a few lines each on personal and environmental
hygiene.
Annual Day Celebrations (Class 6 to 8, Ponmeni Sr.)
Woman's Day (VSP)
The children of Class I came dressed as Women-icons of Various fields, and
each child spoke about the 'personality' she depicted.

- World Environmental Day (VSP)
Badges were prepared by the Children for all children in the school. And
children spoke on topics that brought light to our Environment.

The difference between education and experience. Education is when you read the fine print. Experience .... When you don't.
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The 'Jeevana Leo club has been functioning effectively since 1997, focusing its attention
towards the socially underprivileged, the physically challenged and the old, with a tremendous
encouragement from our beloved Chairman, Mr. M.S. Iyengar.

The is" installation ceremony was held on July 3rd
, 2009. Our Principal lighted the

ceremonial 'kuthuvillakku' and inaugurated the function. The lamp depicts the eradication of
darkness and discouragement from the hearts, bringing in illumination and hope for a bright
future. Our Principal also lighted the traditional lamps, handing them over to us and blessing
us.

The four wicks which were
lit, radiated the bright beams in all
directions.

Our first Service project was
done on AUG 14th 2008 towards the
Independence Day Celebration at
"Dheep Home, Pasumalai,where
the Tsunami hit orphan girls are
kept. The Jeevana Leo Club
donated a TV set for the Home along
with articles like eatables,
stationeries, etc.

The Deepavali Celebrations
were held at "Birds Nest Girls
Orphanage" on 22nd October, 2008.

Jeevana Leo Club donated a writing-table and stool for the orphange along with eatables,
stationery items, cosmetics, usable used dresses, combs, towels, etc.

The third service project was done on Children's Day on November 14th,2008 at
"District Polio Home for Girls".

The Jeevana Leos distributed towels, stationery items, Geometry boxes for
examination going students of 10 & 11, sweets, cakes usable used dresses, etc. to the physically
challenged children.

The fourth service project was done on December 19th 2008 at the Old Age Home "Inba
Illam". Mr. Seetha Raman, father ofVasuda of Std XII, donated new sarees and dhothies for
the inmates as he does every year. The Leos presented stainless steel cups to all the inmates.

For all these four service projects, The Leo Co-ordinator and Organiser ofMadurai City
Lions Club, Lion. Mr. Umapathy & Lioness Mrs. Anita Umapathy graced the occasions for
either lunch or tiffin.

Our children Durga & Kaviya of Standard VIII provided lunch in these orphanages on
their birthdays on 218tOctober and 14thNovember respectively.

Blaming yaur faults on your nature daes nat change the nature of your faults.
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Our Leos oflast year, Leo Madhubala and Leo Preetha, with their parents, went
to "Mentally retarded Home", on Christmas Day and distributed eatables to the
inmates.

Special mention has to be made ofour Staff and the Headmistress, Mrs. Padma
Chandrashekar, who every year contribute a huge amount to Leo Club Service
Projects. As the entire Jeevana Staff, Heads, the Principal and Our Chairman give
their constant support and monetary contributions, the Jeevana Leo Club effectively
does its service projects which are massive, and these contributions reach the poor and
needy at the right time and bring delight to their hearts and homes.

May the Lord Almighty shower His Choicest blessings upon those who by and
large have upheld the Leo Club all these years to flourish.

May Godbless you richly!

M.B. SURIYA DEVI
LEO ADVISOR.

COMPETITION ZONE
PONMENI JUNIOR SECTION

1. Monica, ofI'C' participated in the District Chess competition and won III Prize.
2. M.S Guhan ofStd. II secured Yellow Belt in Ishin Tru Karate Tournament.
3. Pooja.M. ofStd. II got II Prize in District level Swimming Competition.
4. P .A.Anandhalakshmi ofStd. II got I Prize in District level Dance Competition.
5. S.R. Vijayakumar of Std. II won I Prize in Thirukkural Competition conducted

by the Thirukkural Mandram.

1 Drawing and Colouring Drawing and Painting Consolation Prize
J.K. Tharshan - III'B' competition conducted

by Paramount
Airways

II Karate ISHINTRYU Purple Belt
1 M.A. Ramanathan - III'A' KARATE (5th KYU)
2 Karate ISHINTRYU Purple Belt

KR.K. Rajesh - IV 'A' KARATE (5th KYU)
3 Karate Karate Competition II Prize

S. Vilasinv - III 'C'
4 Karate Karate Competition III Prize

P. Santhosh Muthiah - III 'C' Conducted at Dawn
School

5 Surya Sagar - V'C' Karate Competition II Prize
15 & 16th September,
2008

6. Aparmeya P. Karthick-IV'B Purple Belt
(5th KYU}

III Dance I Prize
D.N.V Sai Swetha - III'C' (Purple Medal)

Call on God but row away from the rocks.
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AIRTEL Super Artist Competition:

Many of our children participated and got consolation and participation prizes .
.S.Vignesh got a consolation prize for Mental Arithmetic conducted by UCMAS, 2008

Chess

The following children took part in Chess Competitions and won certificates and
shields.

a. Sanjay Raman

S. Swathi

V'D'

IV'C'b.

The following children got shields and certificate for the YLE Programme
conducted by CUE English -Cambridge University English Course.

a. Krishnapriya V'D'

b. Swaminathan. R IV'A'

c. Amritesh.S IV'A'

R. SORNALATHA
Librarian
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POLLUTION

Pollution is becoming an alarming issue in today's world. The beauty and peace of
nature is being destroyed by human beings. The usage of automobiles to a large extent
has led to air pollution.

The wastes from factories mix with water in rivers and ponds and lead to water
pollution. The acid rain due to air pollution has affected soil fertility and has led to soil
pollution. The cutting of trees and conversion of forests to industries and houses has
led to decrease in the amount of rain. As a result nature has been affected completely.
We should all arise, awake and work with unity to control pollution to the best of our
ability. Let us all work together to save our only home- OUR EARTH and preserve the
rich heritage ofNATURE.

B. ARUNKUMAR
III 'B'
Ponmeni Junior

TIME IS PRECIOUS BUT LIFE IS MORE PRECIOUS
Usually I go to school with my mom. This was the day when my mom was not feeling
well and I had to gowith my father. We were in a hurry to reach school in time. Riding a
two-wheeler on bumpy roads was tough for everyone. We noticed a man coming on the
cycle and crossing the road. A lady with her child came on a scooter and overtook us. On
seeing the cyclist, my father reduced his speed. The lady dashed against the cycle and
all the three fell down. I was shocked. Fortunately, nobody was hurt badly. This
incident happened because the cyclist and the scooterist were in a hurry and did not
obey the traffic rules. We should always start in time to reach our destination in time
and always followthe traffic rules.

S.AMRITESH
IV 'A'
Ponmeni Junior.

UNKNOWN FACTS OF THE WELL KNOWN BEES

1. The honey bee wings flap 11,400 times per minute.
2. A hive of bees must fly 55,000 miles to produce 1 kg of honey.
3. The queen bee lays about 1000 - 1500 eggs per day.
4. The honey bee has 5 eyes.
5/ The bee flies at a speed of 12 miles per hour.
6. For 1 spoon of honey, 5000 flowers must be visited.
7. Just one ounce of honey is enough to fuel a:bee's flight around the world.

Good judgement comes from experience but experience comes from bod judgement.



A CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK

Sham a II 'B'

FATHER OF THE NATION
*-l.l/JO~ ~

X!I-erNll<

Sl::.·~ as:.

B. Priya Darshini II 'B'

BUILDING DREAMS

Gowri VVSP

PAINT-BOX MARCH 2009

DANCING DAFFODILS

Prithiviraj I'D'

FLOW OF MOTHER NATURE

S.K. Shanmukham III VSP

TOWARDS A BRIGHTER FUTURE

S.M. Adithya Harish III VSP
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Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers.
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THE SOUNDS OF SILENCE

R. Preethi V 'B'

FRAILTY: THY NAME IS NO LONGER WOMAN!

Jeo Nissy IV 'A'

TAKE THE TIGER BYTHE TAIL

S.B. Vickram V 'B'

HELLO, MOTHER NATURE!

R. Premukhi Krishnan IV 'A'

SHANGRI-LA?

A. Ajay Sriram V 'B'

A NUTTY CHARACTER

All the worldly wisdom was once the unamiable heresy of some wise man
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FIVE LITTLE BEES MY TEACHER

One little bee blew and flew
He met a friend, and that made two
Two little bees, busy as could be
Along came another and that made three
Three little bees, wanted one more

You build my future
You teach me and nurture
Knowing my nature
You become a good preacher

FLOWERS

You are strict at times
I know it is for my good
I will reach the sky
And make you feel proud

Found one soon and that made four
Four little bees going to the hive
Spied their little brother
And that made five
Five little bees

Working every hour-
Buzz away, bees, and
Find another flower

RAXXOLYN JENNEYL
III'B'
PONMENI JUNIOR

MY KITE
I flew a kite,
It was white
It flew at a great height,
And made me bright.

I flew a kite,
It was white.
My sister used to fight,
To fly the kite.

I flew a kite,
It was white
I always wished,
To fly high like my kite.

B. ARUNKUMAR
III 'B'
Ponmeni Junior

Tomorrow I will grow,
And become someone big
You may forget me
As you come across many things

But I will remember you
In every work I do
What could I do,
Without a teacher like you!

M.MEERA
IV'B'
PONMENI JUNIOR.

BRAIN
Twinkle, twinkle brain of mine,
How I think you are really fine
Up above in my head so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle brain of mine,
How I think you are really fine.
Use, use, use your brain
Even in the rain,
Memory, memory, memory, memory
Youwill see the gain.
K. THARSHAN
III 'B'
Ponmeni Junior

Flowers are so beautiful
And all over the world plentiful

They come in exotic colours, shapes and sizes.
But they are all Mother Nature's prizes.

They help during pollination.
And we use them for decoration.

They attract bees and butterflies
Because they smell so nice.
Flowers are the beauty of our globe.
So we should share with them our abode.

SIDDHARTH
V'B'
Ponmeni Junior
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A Successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks others throw at him.
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COMPETITION ZONE - VSP
Aquatic Association, Madurai - Madurai District Swimming Meet, 2008.
1. Aashik Prasath, Std. II, I Place in 25m Free style &

II Place in 25m Breast stroke
2. V. Ramya, Std. VI, III Place in 50m Free style &

III Place in 50m Breast stroke

.:. J. Charumeena, Std. V got II Place in Painting Competition conducted by JCI
Mdu & Asian Paints on 15.8.2008.

•:. B. Mahima, Std. VII, I place in Drawing Competition Dazzling Utsav, 2008
on 9th & 10th August, 2008.

•:. Sri Venkatanathan, Std. III,
II Place in Drawing Competition conducted by World of TITAN.

•:. Velammal Residential School, Ladenendal,
Inter School District Level Swimming Meet, 2008 [28.11.08]
V. Ramya, Std. VI, II Place in 25m Breast Stroke,

III Place in 25m Back Stroke,
I Place in 25m Free Style &
I Place in 4x25m School Relay

.:. Gita Natana Gopala Nayaki Mandir, Madurai - 9
166th Birthday Celebrations of Nayaki Swamigal
V. Dhanvanth Raj, Std. V - II Prize in Music Competition

.:. Lalith Kala Academy of Arts
J. Charumeena of Std. V - I Prize, Gold Medal
Ahil, L.K.G. III Prize, Bronze Medal
B. Akshitha, LKG III Prize, Bronze Medal

.:. Madurai District Aquatic Association
V. Ramya, Std. VI, II Place in Butterfly style,

III Place in Free Style &
I Place in Free Style Relay .

•:. Tamil Nadu State Level Age Group Swimming Meet, 2008
organized by Aquatic Association, Madurai
A. Prasath, Std. II, I Place in 4 x25m Free Style

.:. Thamizh Isai Sangam Music competition conducted during
Sir Raja Annamalai Chettiar 128th Anniversary Celebrations
V. Dhanvanth Raj, Std. V - II Prize

-----------------------------------------~
Moderotion in food sleep, action and meditation increases one's efficiency and alertness, Fatigue and illness are major time wasters. - The Bhagov
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CHILDREN - MY GURUS

I have a class, a real handful! It would be fair to say, they are highly intelligent,
creative and enthusiastic! But, there is one child who is a persistent source of
distractions to his classmates. Non-stop complaints are forever in from his classmates.
I did try innumerable ways but to no avail.

Inspired by Randy Pausch's, 'The Last Lecture', I decided to try my luck, I made
each child rate the 'amiability' of his / her classmate out of 50.
I assured them that their rating would be kept confidential. I planned to graph the
ratings and put it up for children to note and introspect.

Next day when the papers came in, I was in for a 'SURPRISE!'. No child had
rated the other below 48/50. I got curious to know the reason. I called each child
individually and asked why the child whom they had complained about was also rated
so, and all ofthem had the same answer. "Ma'am, my classmate, no doubt, disturbs and
worries us constantly-but he is always the first to help us when in need!" Just to
mention one incident, when a child had hurt his wrist and was unable to write, this kid
was the one who wrote all the class work for his classmate during break time! The help
and compassion shown by him ruled priority and all else was history!

I realised love and compassion are innate qualities of a child and all that is
required ofme is to 'NURTURE' it.

Ms. CHITRA DINAKARAN,
Headmistress
J eevana - VSP.

ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS

Kindness is Humanity was the motto of the Annual Day celebrations of Std. V.
Jadhav Rana's hospitality towards the foreigners was depicted well. Children's
pronunciation and diction were appreciable. In the Tamil skit children brought out the
feeling ofkindness and brotherhood wonderfully. Lamp dance was a feast for the eyes.
The timing was excellent in the Hindi play, 'Nyaya Mantri. A few episodes, of
Ramayana were beautifully choreographed in the classical form. Everybody reached
home carrying pleasant memories of the 25th Std V Annual Day Celebrations of
Jeevana.

Ms. PRIYADHARSHINLS
Parent of S.B Vickram
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Indians were also the pioneers in discovering how to transcend the relative realm of time and space and discover infinity.
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It was an awesome and elegant take off around the world for VSP Jeevanites.
Without any passport or visa check-ups we all had th.. pleasure of coming around the
world in a few hours. The entire program was entertaining and educating as one had
the glimpse of various cultures around us. To highlight a few, programs like Spanish
and Chinese dance were exemplary and costumes, too, were enchanting.

"Merchant ofVenice" by Std VI and VII took us to our good old school days. The
language and diction of these students are commendable and I appreciate the faculty's
effort in bringing out such extraordinary plays with ease. The epigrammatic
compering by little children was great.

During this recession hit scenario without spending a single penny, it was a
smooth landing, too, on our own soil and its tradition.

The august presence of parents and children showed their interest and
expectations. To sum up, VSP has lived upto the expectations and simply, it was a
different Annual Day to cherish.

Wish you greatness in all your endeavors.
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S.MANIKANDAN
F/o. S.M.Adithya Harish
Class III

The past of India is not only benevolent but also relevant to the future.
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GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
"When we feel love and kindness
towards others, it not only makes
others feel loved and cared for, but it
helps us also to develop Inner
happiness and peace"
His Holiness, the Dalai Lama

The International Day of Peace
occurs annually on September 21"t. It
is dedicated to peace and is observed
by many nations, political groups,
military groups and schools.

Jeevanites commemorated this day with a focus on Children as active peace
builders in their communities. Children were dressed in white and they all assembled
with a flag ofpeace with a slogan.

LEKAFENN
J eevana -VSP

15
Always remember that future comes one day at a time.----------------------------
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THE HAUNTED HOUSE

A Haunted House?
It is just like a tiny Mouse!
Does it make you all shake?
They are all fake!
A dancing Skeleton?
No way! Must be Willington!
A giant Scorpion?
Must be made of Iron!
A green Witch?
Just slap it with a club sandwich.
Don't allow Goosebumps?
Or it will make you into lumps.

S.AKSHARAN
Std. VI
J eevana - VSP.

EUREKA! EUREKA !

Our Science week was really enjoyable with all puzzles and activities. We the
Science Club students conducted competitions like Drawing, Essay writing, Puzzles
for Std. I to v. We also had daily presentations based on Science by every Std from I to
VII.

On the last day of the week we had a Science Exhibition. We had IV and V
children who came up with simple, good experiments. VI and VII students explained
Models and experiments. The Science Exhibition had games related to science.

We also gave prizes to the winners of the Competition which was conducted in
the science week. The prizes were made by Science club students. It was great having a
science week.

A.MANISHA.
Std. VI
J eevana -VSP.

Aryabhatto was the first to deduce that the earth is round. The modern Science accepted it only in the 14th century.
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THE WEDDING INVITATION

Uranium 235
Electrolysis House
Lead Storage Cell.

To
Mr. Ammonium Chloride
Kjeldhas Street
Universal.

Dear Ammonium Chloride,

Tonnes of Nuclear radiations. I take great pleasure in informing you
that my brother Sodium-chloride has been engaged to Feroxide and the wedding
will take place in acid rain when Sulphur dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide become
maximum in the atmosphere. We shall have a gala function at which Potassium
Cyanide and Sodium Cyanide will be serving and taking care of the guests along
with Ethyl alcohol. Your chemical presence is a must for the fusion reaction.

Colours of the heart

My heart is having many colours
That is Red, Green, Rose, Blue.

My heart is having many colours
Red means angry.

My heart is having many colours
Green means affection.

My heart is having many colours
Rose means love.

My heart is having many colours
Blue means kind heart

My heart is having many colours
That is Red, Green, Rose, Blue.

A. Nirmal Kumar, VIII 'A'

Sincerely yours,
Atom Bomb.
N. SAROJA
XI'B'.

D.N. Nag Aravind, VII 'C'
has obtained

''Yuvasree Kala Bharathi"
award from

Bharathi Yuva Kendra Trust,
Madurai.

1;
Aryabhatta also was the first to postulate that the earth rotates.This was a 1000 years before Copernicus.
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FRUITS OF SUCCESS
Hi friends,

I feel really proud that my article is going to be published in
the School Newsletter For this, I first thank my parents and my
teachers who taught me the subjects and other teachers who really
encouraged me in all aspects, In addition to my parents and

'-----------' relatives, my teachers encouraged me to pursue my C.A. I am happy
that I have passed my C.A. Entrance Exam called the 'CPT'.

Most of the people say that CA is 'COME AGAIN' course. But it's actually
'CHERISHED ACCOMPLISHMENT' course. Chartered Accountants are highly
demanded professionals in the industry. Through all the decades CA has had a very
high scope and been the most prestigious course. At present the ICAl has given
relaxation. Earlier only commerce group students could pursue CA, but now anyone.
even the science stream student, is eligible to do it. The course of CA is split into 3
stages:

(1) COMMON PROFICIENCY TEST (CPT):

It is the Entrance test to pursue CA. It is full of objective type questions in four
subjects namely Accountancy, Economics, Mercantile Law and Quantitative Aptitude.

One must get through this CPT Exam to have eligibility to pursue CA. It
contains 200 objective type questions with 0.25 mark for negative answers. One should
get 50%in aggregate to clear it.

(2) PCC / IPCC (Professional Competence Course / Integrated Professional
Competence Course)

(3) Final:

One can register with ICAl after io" results and start the preparation with
materials issued by ICAL After the 12th results you are eligible to appear for the June
exam. The exam is conducted every June and December.

It is better that aspirants start the preparation right from Std X., which I failed
to do. I started in a very relaxed manner and some of my friends especially a Science
group friend wrote the exam in June and now he is 6 months ahead ofme in CAcourse.

Considering School timings and home work it is enough if you spend an hour or:
the subject, everyday

First, study the materials thoroughly. Two, before exam, start revising mode.
questions papers published by ICAl. That is more than enough to clear the exam
Update yourself with recent Acts & Policies of Government. The students who wish -
pursue should have the Attitude ie, Double +ve attitude!!

------------------------------------~~
The Ancient Indian astronomers knew the scientific causes of the eclipse in 476A.D.
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The student achieves the goal of becoming a CA when he invests the required
hours in every subject. The time investment when properly directed will yield the
desired results.

"REMEMBER IT IS BEST TO DO THINGS SYSTEMATICALLY SINCE WE ARE
ONLYHUMANS, AND DISORDER IS OUR WORST ENEMY".

"ASMALL STEP WALKED IS WORTHAMILETALKED". Sohave an aim that
you must complete CA whatever be the hurdles or obstacles that come in your way.
There are CAs who earn 2 crores salary! So start your professional studies right now
and be proud to have a TwoAlphabet profession ...i.e. C.A.

All the best to the friends who are appearing for Board Exams!

!Besto!

SRIVATSAN
STD. XII.
2007-2008 Batch.

The Ride of our Lives!

"Get a life", says the all-successful man. With all his good spirit, the big man comes up
with an inspiring talk. The ruffian (bully), along with his little gang, just shrugs and
doesn't give a damn. The dude pips in, "In case you haven't noticed, I am already living
it!". Right on cue, the 'Undecided', laugh and then think whether what they did was
right and wonder ifthey should take the speaker's words seriously. And then there are
the prim and proper who just react to the speech by taking notes, and feeling that if
they follow his every word to the letter, then they could make it big in life. This is the
scheme of things in many a school. As for me, on all this, I would say, "What crap is
this?". Everybody has their wants. Those wants which are insisted upon fiercely
become your needs. Thereupon your life just follows a static path in which you stick to
the program and become a socially accepted successful man, who got good grades,
married a good looking spouse and landed a plum job. The only hitch in that is that
everybody except him will feel he has made it successful in life. It is because he will not
be able to see a single difference between the times when he worked for success and the
times when he is acclaimed a success. The other few who do not followthe program, try
to figure things out in life, fail and get tangled up in it worse than before. The schools or
the institutions can do nothing to make you become successful. But all of them, every
one of the so called successful institutions think that they are creating successful
people out of their forced methodologies to get marks and grades. In our school, you
don't get to see the romantic success stories, wherein a boy from the slums who worked
hard under the street lights gets to be a top executive or the posh stories of a rich son,
who took his father's business to the next pedestal. Reason is, Jeevana isn't about
lessons to be a research scholar or management guru or training to be a professional

'~ -J~ IS
The word novigation is derived from the Sanskrit word "navigath". The art of navigation was developed in the river Sindhu 6000 years ago.
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sportsman. It's all about helping you in shaping up a real personality that you can use
to strut around as the King ofthe Ring, wherever it might be. I am not sure ifthe school
was created to be that way, but if you can see with a trained eye, you can learn that
every little detail of your life at Jeevana counts. Right from those talent shows, the
outdoor classes, the friendly discussions with the teachers, everything counts. It's also
one which breaks all cliches for no other school's Principal comes around and asks a
student whom he knew by his first name how the day was. Or for that matter, no
Chairman joins in on a conversation popping in a joke or two to you. We were also
cultured to be a real man who can choose and not one who can be controlled. Well, I can
say that I have never done a thing because somebody else said so. And I can vouch the
same for everyone else who has been or will ever be in Jeevana. With all these qualities,
its fame must stretch beyond borders. But why not so? It's because Jeevana is that way
and would like to be such, traversing the fine line between fame and obscurity. I can
recall my English teacher saying that the one up there (God)always presents us with a
choice. It is your choice at every turn that decides your path of life. You can either
choose to remember all the data in your subjects and present it in exam and get grades
or learn lessons that will help in shaping up your happy, successful life. How about
doing both? Yeah, we at Jeevana, knew the wars which Akbar fought and also his
extent ofvalour; We knew relativity and also Einstein as a remarkable man; We knew
the formulae and also the chemistry that runs in our lives; We knew Shakespeare and
could also relate to everyone of his characters; We knew that Everest was the tallest
peak and could also imagine what Tenzing and Hillary would have felt at that moment
when they were on the highest point of the earth. The society may ask, ''What's the
point in all this if you can't achieve success?".To this, I would say to all those so-called
successful out there, you never had the ride we had.

"There is a tide in the affairs ofmen, which when taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage oftheir life bound in shallows and miseries."

-William Shakespeare

Ask any Jeevanite, they would prefer the ride in the flood. Whether to fortune or not,
they will take the ride. And most of the time, it's headed towards fortune. Well,
J eevana, Thanks for being our reasons.

PPRAVIN
Class of 2003

World's first University was established in Takshashilo in 700 BC Natanda University', the Harvard of its time, was built in 4th century BC
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WACKY EDUCATION

It was June 2007 and our 12th results were out. I had applied for just one course in one
college at Chennai. Call it over confidence or faith in god. Though I had applied for
visual communication in one ofthe most popular colleges at Chennai, I was given a less
known course, Bsc. Electronic Media due to shortage of seats in the other. I took it up
after analyzing the career aspects along with my parents (I had no other option at that
stage. Seems to have worked out well).

College began and I had my own group of friends with whom I had studied together at
school in Chennai. Initially it was weird. New people, lecturers, working pattern, etc.
As time passed I realized how lucky I was to be in such a reputed college studying one of
the most exciting and new courses one could ever get. I guess one always does what
they are meant to do in life.

Let me tell you why I think I am really lucky. This course is about fun and learning. I
am doing my 2nd yr and all that we've been doing are fun activities (we crib about that
too.). The subjects that we do range from English to Multimedia where we design our
own logos and create our own stationery kit for any Company. We had Audiography
and Radio production where we plunged into the world of radio stations and
experienced how they run. Then we had Photography and Television Production that I
could never imagine to be a part of STUDIES. Now, we're doing Video Production and I
am going to work under a Cinema togra pher.

So take up offbeat courses like these and enjoy the difference. Whatever you dowith the
belief that you're the best will take you places.

DIVYAKUMAR
2nd Year B.Sc. Electronic Media
MOP Vaishnav College for Women
Chennai
Class of 2008

21
ia tokes its pride in presenting the first surgeon Sushruta to the world in 4th century BC He was expert in plastic surgery, expert in removing cataract,

urinaostenes aadfmrtures, Henomed tha suruirnl imtrument~ nfter IhA.nnimnk.nrj,i.duh ••v ••••..",hl ••
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ON CLOUD NINE

Life is such a treasure trove of opportunities. As it is, and will always be,
catching them young, trekking and experimenting that badly yearned for action is
essential to root you deeply to it and hook you for life.

If it is adventurous streak that you want, or fantasy fudges or it can even be
about striking a chord in so many trampled lives, you have it all right there in front of
you to choose from, at that unusual moment.

Its just about identifying the field that has a greater promise for you and
instilling that sense of ambition for a prime motivation. Thus not to just record a
milestone, but for the incredible personal entertainment, I took to aero-modelling.
Today I am a second year electrical engineering student, still at the core of my passion
for aerodynamics.

I have, until now, designed four gliders. The first two gliders won me the first
and third prizes respectively, when I competed in 'Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE)'convention.

My recent 'phoenix' and 'falcon' gliders were designed to participate in
Kurukshetra '09, an international techno management event hosted by College of
Engineering, Guindy. I won the 'best aerodynamically designed glider' award for
Phoenix and a lKcash prize.

Elaborating on the innovation that won me the award, Gliders are light-weight
aircrafts meant to traverse the air currents with just the initial catapult launch, hence
are constructed sleek to the tiniest detail, especially the fuselage which is nothing more
than a slender stick to mount the wings. And I fabricated a tapering equilateral
triangular fuselage rib that would render it the powered model look, yet actually 'glide'
and be classified as a 'glider' in aero-modelling diction.

The journey has been amazing, as it is not just slaving away at work but
enjoying getting there.otherwise most ofthe fun is out ofit.

R.LAKSHMI
(Class of2006)
II year B.E.,
MEPCO

The concept of zero is a unique contribution from India to the world of mathematics. The earliest reference to zero is in Sanskrit Grammarian Panini's wor
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ASSET RESULTS
PONMENI Jr.

( Std. V )

Outstanding
Siddharth Rao Tharkeswar

Distinguished
Ajay Sri Ram

Uchitkumar Jain
James Emilian

S. Priyadharshini

Creditable
Sudhandira Sahana

Chirag Lodha
Hassain Mowla

Karen Elsa Thomas
M. Shree Pradaa

Rahul Gowdham. R.
Sivadharshini. S.

(Std. IV)

Distinguished
R. Swaminathan

S. Ahil Rishi Rajasekaran
V. Aparna

Creditable
M. Shaswath Vel Ayadurai

R. Nannie Garisha
S. Amritesh

A. J eo Nissy Pinheiro
K.Shankarnarayanan

arun Prakash Raj
. Ajay Kumar

A saint of Vedic period had extraordina
2~'-'

,':oli'led::e OD. cenlrlYr~~mlcs.E en today Scientists are referrina to his work Vimanshastra.-The science of nero dynamics.
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Distinguished
S.K. Shanmukham

Creditable
D. Arvind Nimal

(Std. III)

Distinguished
M. Visali Karthigayini

S. Puja Elangi

Creditable
G. Sagardas Pai
1.Derek Sanch

K. Jainam Chhajed
M.A. Ramanathan

S. Mohamed Syed Masood Shah

ASSET RESULTS
VSP

( Std.V )

Distinguished
E.V. Hamsini

Creditable
E. Naga Nandhini
J. Charu Meena

T.A. Priyadarshan

(Std. IV)

Distinguished
K.V. Arun Krishna

(Std. III)

2
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(Std. VI)

Distinguished
Tarun Suriyakumar

Creditable
Hari Rajasekharan
M. Shahin Arman

. ASSET RESULTS .
PONMENISENIOR

(Std. VI)

Creditable
S.Aiswarya
K.Sridhar

S.Praveen Kumar
V.Subalakshmi

(Std. VII)

Outstanding
Allan Kevin T.

Distinguished
Sanjay Krishna S.

R.Srinidhi

Creditable
V.Aravindhraj
V.Praneesha

2
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(Std. VIII)

Outstanding
S.Hari Ram

Creditable
Divya Ramesh

Rachita Ramesh
Festin Prabakar J.

V.Haresh
Mohana

Nithya Devi M.
Debasmita Ojha P.
R.Sai Meenakshi

Shama Deo
R.Shenbagaraman

Yashodeep S.B.
V.Thiripura Sundari

'Outstanding' in individual subjects
.

Name Std Subject Percentile

Hari Ram 8 'e' Science 99

Siddharth Rao-Tharakeswar 5'D' English 99

Swaminathan 4 'A' Maths 99

26
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A hammer shotters gloss but forges steel.
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Editor: K.S. LAKSHMI
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India dominates World Youth championships
CHESS / Finishes with four gold, two silver and two bronze medals

....,
~hiu':n COODSHOW: Soyantan Des (under-lZ). vidit G,qrathi (under-l-l) and B. Aclhiban (under·16) who WO'l LIe

title! in the World r-outh cheu championlhips - PHOTOS, MA.NUEL AARON
was wen

the Do).•' eamedcct a dr.utatini attad
nto1npn(hil queen from.ide to
&ide to chedmate hIS cppc-
•••• t,

Gujrathi wen his came
apWt Emmanuel Garcia of
Phllipp~wh.ii.ehii;olntlod-
er of the preYklUJ round, Len-
kipanidu of <ieol"fia. could
only draw

Th.iJ performance allO !PI"!,:
hirnbthJniandftnallotU'DII-
bQna] Master Dorm which
IUIed5 to 1Mapproved by FIDE.

He had JOt lw nul norm
from 01_ Chennai NlIUOr..v· ,
and thI: eeec m-

Championahlp al

quit!tJy. Pntyusha played her meet tno\.ll1h trded W'iayt'J'l.
he.utout towin. With the b1aek ThaLli ilsothecue~1th Vidi(,
piecu me made I dubiow *"" nann in the under-i'
rificeor. bisbop for two pawns .o\U the WfrlJ cha."plor •• re-

However, ib chw counoe the (lttved.t.rtopuan~1.JtIIlal
dJunw:I chanaed and Ibt Pf'ize.- 1be lop ten pW~rs in
aehH¥ed an unbala.ncflS po5i- tach UUfOJ)" were lIMn pri~·
don Wlth Jood poII11>ilinn tt "P'rt from the rnedalJ: and
whtn .he Oftr.ftfpped the time prizes {or the top ten play", in
limit and Jtat on the 35th move uch category, rbe Or'pn\Rn
Silver for Precthi also gave team pm:e. for the

K.;kwoar PreethJ from Mad. best three perfcrmere of
uraiWOD theliJvumedal:;·~in.~",~._",~ •• ~t",!,-'~n~.~::~-:
undt.-.18 Jira secucn :, \.1 •.•• oominlted thu
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(Pol); 4. Diptayan Ghosh.
Under·12: 1. Sayantan Das; 5

Shardul Gagare; 6. Shiven Khosla; 10
Guish Koushik.

Under·14: 1 Vid~ Gujrathi: 7. N.
Srinath.

Under·16: 1. B. Adhiban; 2. S.P.
S61huraman; 3. Debashis Das; 6. K.
p~adarShan.
- nder- n71van Selic (Cro).

Girls: Under-8: 1 Zhansaya Ad-
bumalik (Ksa); 10. Riya Savant.

Uncler·10: 1. Aleksandra Goryach-
kina (Rus); 5. Sunyasaktha Salpathy;
10. M. Mahalakshmi.

Under·12: 1. Zhai Mo (Chn); 3.
Pratyusha Bodda; 10. P.V. Nandhid-
haa.

Under·14: 1. Padmini Rout· 8
Shalmali Gagare.

Under-16: 1. Nazi Paikidze (GeQ)
Under·18: Valentina Golubenko
(CRO); 2. R. Preethi.

Debashis Das of Cuttac and
K..Priyadarshan of Madurai got
their second International
Master norms in the under-16

K. Priyadharshan is a
Student of X rcss

2
Tippu Sultan's army was the first to use rockets. The British learnt about rocket propulsion from Tippu Sultan's armory.
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN'S DESK

Such being the case parents with one or two children havea hard time particularly
if both parents are employed or when the Mother is uneducated.

We get different sort of complaints from such parents. Some parents say their
children refuse to have breakfast. There are instances where children have
fainted in School becausethey skip breakfast.

A few others complain that their children spend a lot of time on TV serials,
computers or mobile phones.

Someothers say their children are on the phonewith their friends for quite some
time in the day. Such parents want the School to bring in the required discipline
for they are helpless. The School tries its best to impress on the children to eat
well, limit the useof TVs, computers and phones.However the School alone cannot
do everything.

Parents have to find time for their children, sit with them and talk to them. This is
not a one ~ay business. Parents have to be firm also. When I say firm- firmness
with understanding. When we tell parents this, they are scared of their children's
reactions. A small number go to the other extreme of thrashing the children. Both
ways it does not help. The child must be made to understand slowly and steadily
that the parents are doing this just to help them.

When both Parents and Teachers guide the children in the same way they are
boundto understand their shortcomings and changefor the better.
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COMPETITIONS AND CELEBRATIONS

Albert Barrow Creative Writing Competition was conducted in the Senior

Section

Prefect's Swearing In Ceremony

Dr. Mayilsamy Annadurai honoured the function as the Chief Guest

Kamaraj's Birth Anniversary

Variety entertainment was given depicting the contributions of Kamarajar.

Kargil Vijay Diwas ( VSP)

The teachers and students sported a badge of the red poppy flower and
a small presentation was given about Kargil war.

Peace day was celebrated. A pair of doves were set free as a token of

peace.

Patriotic week was celebrated ( Junior Section)

Children came dressed up as National leaders and skit and speeches
were given in the assembly

Independence day was celebrated with patriotic songs and dances.

History day was celebrated with an exhibition.

Teacher's day was celebrated. Cards and chocolates were distributed by

the students to the teachers.

Bharathiyar's birthday was celebrated ( Junior section)

Children gave speeches and a few Bharathiyar songs were sung.
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PRIZE WINNERS OF SWIMMINGCOMPETITION
ON 01.08.09 IN JAIN VlDHYALAYA

S.Nc Name Standard Event Prize

1. M.Pooja III "B' 25m Butterfly II
Back stroke III
Relay III

2. Ramya.V VII '1\ 50m Back stroke I
50m Butterfly stroke II
50m free - style II
Relay III

3. Praneesha.A VII'C' 50m free style III
Relay III

4. Veera .S III 'A' Back stroke (25 m) III

Ramya, Vll "1\ will be participating in National level swimming meet in
Bangalore in November 2009.

CHESS COMPETITION, 2009-2010 ( JUNIOR SECTION)

~. 0 Date Name of the Standard Category Conducted Prize
Student by

05.07.09 T.Subbusundaram IV"C' U-13 A.K.R Chess V
Academy

2. 09.08.09 T.Subbusundaram IV"C' U-12 A.K.R Chess IV
Academy

3. 27.02.09 B.Priyadarshini V"D' - Top 58 creating VI
a d Guinness Record

28.02.09

4. 02.04.09 B.Priyadarshini V"D' - Dr R.M Alagappa I
and Chettiar centenary

03.04.09 celebration
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Name of the Student Class

DECEMBER 2009

Belt

Purple II

'* We are happy to inform that our old student M.E. Abbinaya secured
over all Third Rank ( State Level) in B. Arch Counselling,2009-2010.

S.No Date

M.A. Ramanathan IV'P\

DISTRICT LEVEL TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
HELD AT V.K.K.PLAY GROUP SCHOOL·

1 16.8.09

Name of the Student Class Position

PRIZE WINNERS OF THE SANSKRIT INTER SCHOOL
RECITATION COMPETITION HELD AT SRMDYALAYAM ON 21.08.2009

S.No Date

1. 26.08.09 A.S. Harikaran VI 'A' Winner

S.No Name of the Student Class Prize

1. RVarshini IX 'p\ III

2. T. Anupriya IX'C' Participation

3. T. Divya VIII '0' Consolation

4. V. Praneesha VIII '0' Participation

[The boy mentioned here is from U.S. He came to his grandparent's house in Madurai for
vacation. The child wanted to know about Indian schools and our educational system.]

This is my first experience of studying in an Indian school. On my first day, the
Headmaster introduced me to my class, 9B, and asked everyone to be helpful to me. The
following few days, although I found everything different, I was encouraged by how kind
and helpful my fellow students and teachers were to me. They showed me the way around
the school and also taught me how to play cricket.

The classes in Jeevana School were exceptionally different compared to my
classes in America. In my school, we never stood up when the teachers entered the class,
we never stood up when we answered a question, and we never said 'Sir' or 'Madam' at
the end of a sentence. These changes were very different to me, but I realized that this
was a way of showing respect to my teachers.

MY nAys AT JEEVANA
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Ms Jessie Chandra Priya
1e""l4er

Po.J4.MA.e14iJ""J4.io.r Seetio.14

My classes were interesting and some were very funny. I am going to miss my
generous friends and I am going to stay in touch with them. I want to thank my teachers,
and the Headmaster for giving me this precious opportunity. I also want to thank my
wonderful friends for making my experience, a fun time.

SUNDARRAJ

VALUE EDUCATION

The destiny of a nation depends on the character of its people. Character is not

merely the awareness of some values, but also the Commitment to uphold them in

Practice. So our school has started value education for students to put in practice the

value education they learn. The school takes one value for a month and inculcates in

children the importance through stories and activities. The notice board displays the

quotes and quotations ofthe value for the month

The value for the month of July was RESPECT. We had demonstrations, speeches

and skits based on Respect in our auditorium. On the last Saturday children were allowed

to express their ideas on 'Respect' in the form of drawing and painting, and a "Wall of

Respect" was created and displayed. Children were given 'Respect' as a topic to express

their different ideas and views.

The value for the month of August was 'HONESTY' . Self evaluation worksheets

ere given to the children. Children were asked to maintain 'honesty - dishonesty' journal
,

ere they listed out the situations, how they expressed their honesty and vice versa,

i dren were also asked to list out the excuses they gave for their dishonest behaviour.

e analysis was done by the children. This helped the children to avoid possible common

is a es. Apart from this we had speeches, dialogues, conversations, plays etc. Children

e ac ed a skit on honesty, the story of a woodcutter and the axe was dramatized well in the

assembly which reached the children easily.

The value for the month of September is Sharing-The Joy of Giving. Children

ere as ed to make beautiful things from waste (Art from waste). They were asked to give

the g' 0 their friends. We also had speeches & stories based on the art of sharing.

Children stressed that sharing should come from the heart without expecting anything in

return.
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CELEBRATIONS DURING I TERM
2009-2010

We celebrated patriotic week. Children came dressed as National Leaders on 11th
August, 2009. We had a skit and a few speeches in the assembly.

On September 11th we celebrated our National Poet Subramanya Bharathiyar's
birthday by having a small speech. Children sang a few Bharathiyar songs. The spirit of
patriotism was kindled in the young minds.

Std III & IV
Ponmeni Junior Section

BETTER WAYS OF HANDLING CHILDREN

~rs. Padma, our Headmistress, conducted a seminar on child psychology. I was
one among the teachers who had attended the programme and would like to share my
experience. The seminar was an activity based programme, which was also an eye-
opener for us thus making sure that our children would also enjoy our classes based on the
experience we gained.

Activity #1 - The balloon activity

Balloons of the same size and pattern were distributed to us from the same packet
and we were asked to blow, mark them with any drawing and place them on the ground.

Now all the balloons were not alike. Some were different in size, some were in
groups, some were more mobilized, while some were stable. The markings also were
totally different. Some had smiling faces, some had patterns of sun, moon, stars, flowers,
etc. These differences in the balloons were due to external forces and the balloons had
nothing to do with it: But as soon as the fan was switched on all the balloons started moving
closer and started flying up.

The balloons represented the children in a class: the markings their character. This
activity helped us to understand that all children are not alike and the same method of
approach might not be effective with every child. Different strategies are to be applied for
children to understand effectively. The child may not be, under any circumstance, held
responsible for any of these differences for they are the balloons of the same packet. The
teacher should act as an external force to co-ordinate them, involve them and ensure that
they enjoy learning throughout.
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Activity #2. Role play: Mentor - Student

Now, that we know that each child is unique, the next step is to approach them. In
the next activity, it was made clear that the mentor- student relationship should be strong
but not rough: gentle but not feeble. The mentor not only converses with the student about
the problems but also ensures that she is there to care and guide. Itwas also stressed that
the student should become confident about the mentor and may feel free that the mentor
was freely approachable at any time for any reason.

Activity # 3: Pair Game

Finally, the seminar ended with a pair game. This activity helped to understand and
handle each subject efficiently.

A picture was given to one teacher and the other would draw the same on a paper
based on the description. This activity emphasized that understanding might differ among
children. The teacher might teach to her utmost satisfaction but it may not reach all the
children in the same frequency as expected. Interpretations may differ. Hence, the
teacher has to ensure that the effort put in effectively reaches every child.

Thus, Mrs. Padma, through her activity - based seminar, emphasized on the
methodology of teaching that were to be adapted and also to make sure that the same
was understood by the child and reproduced appropriately. She, with all her experience,
has clearly presented helpful guidelines towards the teacher - student relationship.

Ms. Lakshmi M.R
Teacher

Junior Section.
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The students sat down on the floor and let their creative genius take rein.As each of
them cut and carved their way towards achieving their ultimate goals, it set me thinking.

Surely, not everyone or anyone can attempt this art! Indeed not! Even as the young skillful

hands gave shape to their vegetables and fruits, I realized that it requires a high degree of
specialization, a result of years of practice.

CARVING CRAVINGS
What is Talent Time?
We have a precious hour called Talent Time in our school. It's the time of every

week when hordes of students dig deep into their Urn of talent and spread their wings to
display their wares in one form or the other. Talent Time is sacred to our institution. It
boosts the confidence of the participants and provides endless entertainment to the
audience. Thus it is twice blessed. It gives an excellent opportunity for our students to
showcase their talents. And so it happened that we had 'Vegetable Carving' this week.

Why Vegetable Carving?

It's no secret that vegetables and fruits constitute the healthiest part of our diet.
Still, we find that many people, especially the youngsters, religiously avoid vegetables
and take the processed foods route. It becomes necessary to showcase vegetables in ail
attractive way, one such way of showing vegetables in good light is 'Vegetable Carving'.

Vegetables and fruits can be cut up, sliced and carved to transform them into
attractive shapes representing various objects. It does not need any specialized tools. It
just needs a good sharp knife and a creative brain.

An outlet to Creativity

One of the main objectives at the school level is the unlocking of the creative
talents ( in most cases lying dormant) among the students. The Michelangelos and
Raphaels of our school come crawling out of their dens during the 'Vegetable Carving'
event. They come to the skating rink ( the venue for Talent Time) fully equipped with
their assortment of vegetables, the Carver's knife and the tricks of their trade ( safely
encased in their brains).

A Highly Specialized Art:
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The Home Stretch

The Lunch time was nearing and the vegetables were nearing their final forms. For

once, the vegetables were going to be appreciated without getting eaten! As I looked

around the rink, I saw dozens of heads bent down over their vegetables with

foreheads furrowed in concentration. I was not able to stifle a smile as I was

reminded of the Michelangelo lesson I was teaching the Std VIII. Our boys and girls

were doing their work much like the master craftsman.

All Good Things Have To End

al yea istic pieces were finished and the Judges had the unenviable job of

selecting he best among the lot. Not surprisingly, the pumpkins and the watermelons

took the cake as they lend themselves well to this artistic event. I had to look at all these

pretty creations with an impartial eye. Two pretty angels, which were the creations of a

higher secondary student really stood out among the lot. Then there were house, bullock

carts, dolls, chains and tables and a variety of animals and what not... The list was

endless, yet, each ofthem was unique.

A Revelation

The students, mentally and physically drained, headed for a well earned lunch.

The judges had left, yet, the beautiful vegetable creations weren't left alone. They had

many an admirer in the form of students and teachers who were 'wowed' by these

beautiful displays. As I sifted out the winners from the list, I found that there were many of

the usual suspects: the top academic achievers. But then, there were a handful who

were usually very quiet and low key in class. They had chosen this day to outshine their

more illustrious counterparts. The underdogs had come up trumps. Talent Time had

achieved its purpose.

Mr. V.M.E Dasharathy
English Teacher
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A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

Today, children are so curious and smart that they question and challenge every

one around them. Schools have to involve more creative teaching to make learning more

interesting, engaging, exciting and effective. Teachers hold great responsibilities as

guides, instigators as well as instructors and lead the students to different ways of thinking.

Every child deserves the opportunity to become creative, innovative, enterprising and

capable of leadership.

Our school follows some aspects of J. Krishnamurthi's philosophy of Education.

There is no comparison of children or ranking and unhealthy competition. Each child is

treated as an individual and bestowed with individual attention. Freedom to grow and

realize their potential has been our Chairman Mr. M.S.lyengar's objective not only for

children but also for teachers. Obviously, the learning process becomes interesting and

enjoyable for us, Jeevanites.

Two of our colleagues, Ms. Renuga and Mr. Mariappan grabbed the opportunity of

attending" Dialogue and Retreat for Educators" held at Chennai from 6th -10th December,

2008, conducted by J. Krishnamurthi Foundation, India. They were very excited about their
,

experience which provided them enlightenment about 'True Education'. They were eager

to share it with us. The month of April is a much awaited one for our teachers as we attend

sessions to refresh our thoughts, share our experiences, recapitulate on the areas which

were challenging and plan better for the following academic year.

We attended the session with curiosity to know more about one of the greatest

thinkers Jiddu Krishnamurti, oft quoted by our Chairman. We were welcomed with soothing

music in the preparatory section auditorium. The air was fragrant with sweet smelling roses

exhilarating each one of us. After briefing us about the programme they had attended,

handouts were distributed to all of us. We were given time to read them. We were

awestruck by the power point presentation on J.Krishnamurthi's life and speeches.
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e questions posed by Ms. Renuga: "What is freedom? Do you think freedom and order

can go hand in hand?" made us think and express our views. We started questioning and

understood the truth that only freedom can bring order in school. " Freedom cannot exist

without order ."

Mr. Mariappan's interaction with the teachers on "The Right kind of education"

kindled our thoughts. We could envisage various classroom situations and find better

ways to tackle creative pupils.

As it was mentioned in the beginning of the session we had started the process of

exploration by questioning ourselves, what it means to truly educate oneself and thus

help to educate children, for as J.Krishnamurthi said,

"The highest function of Education is to bring about an integrated individual who is

capable of dealing with life as a whole."

Ms. Nalini Sridhar
English Teacher
Senior Section
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JEEVANA SCHOOL

A SCHOOL OF HIGH SPIRITS

I believe that Jeevana is one of the good schools in Madurai with teachers having

an advanced knowledge in ICSE syllabus.

Unlike other schools, Jeevana, has a separate concept of training students in exam

abilities. They encourage children to be brave and bring out their talents right from the

beginning. Our Principal always advises us to be good human beings which is far more

essential than being just literate. Moreover, the School gives immense freedom to do the

right thing, so this helps us to enjoy whatever duty is given to us. We also have ample

opportunities that we could utilize, thereby, improving our knowledge and talent.

Having discussed the characteristics of our school, we move forward. Almost 98%

of the school students report to school on time- first bell rings at 8.45 AM and the second

bell rings at 8.50 AM, by which time students should move down to the ground for our

regular exercises, or assembly. Our exercises help us to remain active throughout the day.

It stretches all parts of our body such that we do not feel clumsy or lazy. The weekly

assembly has a number of features: students' speech, teacher's speech, class

presentation and the punishment speech. During the punishment speech students are

given 2 minutes to speak in English on a topic given on the spot. These speeches are for

students who are spotted by teachers speaking in a language other than English. The next

session is in our class rooms. After the first three periods, we have a short break of 10

minutes and return to our class in a line guided by prefects. After the next three periods we

have our lunch which is a 30 minute break. Finally we have our last three periods and after

the stroke ofthe 3.20pm bell, we pack our bags and head for home.

Junior school kids are allowed to enjoy school with friendly teachers and other

activities like club, library, audio-visual sessions, swimming ,games and yoga. These are

provided even to the students of Classes 6,7 and 8 of the Senior Section. Until Class 8, we

are allowed to enjoy both Co-curricular activities and academics. By Class 9, we should be

firmly entrenched in our academics and it is our main goal by then. We need to be exam

oriented and geared towards a tough public exam.
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All our teachers are ready to help the students under any circumstance. Students find

golden teachers here who never work for money but for the welfare of the students.

Teachers strive to make students happy and comfortable with their given work.

However naughty students are, they are never man-handled or given severe

punishments. Academics get tougher as we move to higher classes. This is really not felt

due to our highly experienced teachers from Maths or Science to Languages and Social

Sciences. They make the concept lucid, such that it is clearly loaded into our minds.

Students are given home-work and lessons to revise, but they are never pressurized. If

the load is too-much for the students, the school provides special classes, tuitions and

extra-coaching to help the students.

Exams are conducted only for the Senior Sectior:. Yearly we have three mid-terms

and two examinations: The Quarterly Exams, in the month of September, and the Annual

Exams in the third term, in March. Meanwhile, we also have ASSET Exams, to test our

advanced knowledge in Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English. We also have

exams in Mental Ability, Third Language and even General Knowledge. Apart from that,

we are also tested in our knowledge and ability in Games, Karate and Yoga (up to Class 8

only)

All the major festivals of different religions are celebrated, with the Grand Finale

being the Annual Day._

Although, I was a new student when I stepped into this school in Std VIII, it has

impressed me a lot and it still influences me. This is the School that got me off my feet

and gave me beautiful wings to lift the spirits.

Y.Mo.I4AJ4.A

IX 'A'
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HEADING FOR THE MOON

20th June,2009 turned out to be a memorable day for all of us, Jeevanites. It was
a fine Saturday morning and we had gathered in the Assembly hall for the Prefectorial
Swearing-in-ceremony. Every where there was silence, though we could sense a sort of
excitement in the air. We waited eagerly for the Chief Guest, Dr.Mayilswamy Annadurai
to arrive, and, when he did, the school burst into a chorus of 'I shall not be moved' in
order to welcome him. The Prefects Swearing-in-Ceremony commenced with a prayer,
as soon as the Chief Guest,
Chairman, Advisor,
Chief Executive, Principal,
Heads, Coordinators and
prefects reached the dais.

The prayerwas followed
by a warm welcome address
delivered by our Principal
Mrs. Nirmala Visveswaran. In
her address, she emphasized
the importance ofthe
ceremony and also introduced

t.lfIII!".
Dr. Mayilswamy Annadurai to all of us,
as the very epitome of hard work and humility. She also mentioned the
assurance given by Dr. Annadurai that an Indian will land on the moon in the year
2020,meaning that it could easily be anyone of us. She concluded by, once again,
cordially welcoming everyone to the ceremony.

Once the Welcome Address was over, it was time for the Oath-taking by the
Prefects. It was customary for the Chairman of the school, Mr. M.S.lyengar to
administer the oath. Accordingly, the prefects took oath to discharge their duties
honestly and impartially, lead in the right way and uphold the honour and dignity of the
school. Those words had a certain ring about them and they filled every one of our
hearts with feelings akin to pride. The Chairman then formally appointed Saurab Jindal
as Head Boy, M.Sahana as Head Girl, Sachin Sundar as Vice Head Boy, Anjali Bhatera
as Vice Head Girl and the other prefects.

The Oath taking was followed by the pinning of badges. Besides the Chairman,
the Principal and the Advisor, everyone in the dais was asked to pin the badges for one
or two prefects, something which the Chief Guest, Dr. Mayilswamy Annadurai noticed,
as he later appreciatively mentioned in his speech. After the pinning of badges came to
an end, the Chief Guest was asked to address the gathering. 1
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Dr. Mayilswamy Annadurai gave one of the most inspiring speeches we had
ever heard. He told us how leadership was often misunderstood. Agood leader is one
who has the ability to make his or her followers good enough to lead. He also stressed
the point that leaders were not judged based on the number offollowers they had. He
described to us his old school days and how he gained success by just enjoying the
work he did. He also urged us to enjoy everything we did as "enjoyment and success
go hand-in-hand".

After that inspiring speech, it was time for prize -distribution for the toppers and

centum-scorers in Board exams. The teachers who had produced the toppers were

also rewarded. The applause received by the students and teachers was almost

deafening. Soon, the prizes had all been given and our hands were almost numb with

clapping. Our Headmaster, Mr. A.K.Srinivasan, who had been compering, gave the

Vote of thanks' and amidst a glorious burst of a chorus of 'We shall overcome', the

Prefects Swearing-in-ceremony came to an end.

R.Meef4a.ILsl4i
X'p\

THE MONTESSORI WAY

The Montessori method covers the development of man from birth to

adulthood. This method is based on child psychology. Maria Montessori founded it.

She had observed and studied child psychology, behaviour and a child's mental

capacity to develop in a selected environment. Based on her own observations she

had created the Montessori method.

Dr. Montessori has given us a very good guide. She said, "Don't look at the

Method, look at the child". This method gives importance to the fact that children learn

with amazing speed and with a high level of observation.

15
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At the age of three the child is ready to move from his home to a more social environme

A child of 3 has a period of sensitivity to certain aspects of learning a language. The chi

benefits immensely from this method and when the child goes to a primary school t Co

work becomes easier.

Dr. Montessori noticed certain characteristics in the children which other

educationists had failed to do: "Their love of work, repetition, ability to be silent and

amazing discipline when an interesting and correct work is given at the correct stage".

She also says that they are endowed with valuable natural gifts and tendencies, which an

educator should help to develop. She said that the teacher should study the nature of

students in charge rather than bend them to theirwill.

Dr. Montessori emphasized that school must have an environment which gives

physical freedom. Children must be able to move about as freedom of movement is

essential. Dr. Montessori believed that children were like butterflies and they should not

be pinned to a chair.

In the Montessori environment we provide all the material aids which give the basic

knowledge for the future and an atmosphere to develop the talent and aptitude of children.

There is no rigid syllabus or time table. There is flexibility and no punishment is given. The

child has a lot of freedom. When an activity does not interest the child, the child has the

freedom to leave the class.

This method of education is divided into 5 groups.

1. Exercise of practical Life

2. Sensorial Education- Materials that appeal to all senses ( The academic

materials are introduced once the child's interest in reading and writing begins)

3. Mathematics

4. Language

5. Other subjects

One of the important aspects of Montessori teaching is the scientific apparatus.

These educational materials focus on main areas:
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Exercise of Practical Life:

It encourages children to perform activities that they see around the house. To

maintain one's environment viz. sweeping, mopping, polishing, taking care of the self

and being independent.

Sensorial Training - uses materials that develop the senses, visual, aural,

olfactory, tactile, taste, etc. to distinguish differences in size, shape, colour, sound,

taste, weight and texture.

Mathematics - The child learns the basic concepts of mathematics by using

concrete materials in these formative years. Dr. Montessori stated that if a child has

access to equipments connected with Mathematics in early years he/she can easily

understand the concepts.

Language - The Language materials take the child from verbal and aural fluency

to the abstract skills of reading and writing which are made concrete and contextual, eg

Letters of the alphabet are introduced phonetically along with sand-paper letters which

the children touch and trace with their fingers. The other areas of knowledge are

Geography, Botany and Geometry. Children learn all the shapes and names from the

Geometrical cabinet by feeling, playing with it and then only start to read and write. They

work with Maths easily with understanding and with no undue stress or strain.

Education through Nature - Nature is very important for young ones.

Dr.Montessori placesgreat emphasis on nature. She insists that a child should see and

study nature while playing.

Ms. N.Rajalakshmi

Headmistress

Pre-School, LKG & UKG

Ponmeni Section
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Kargil Vijay Diwas is celebrated on 26th July every year in honour of the Kargil War's
heroes. Functions are organized all over the nation to commemorate the contribution of e ed
Forces. To make the students aware of how they are protected by the soldiers, during exte a a
internal aggression, we Jeevanites of Visalakshipuram celebrated Vijay Diwas on Monda
July, 2009.

Red poppies are used in
several countries by people who
want to remember the soldiers who
died protecting their countries
during warand in peace-keeping.
Wearing a red poppy is a special
way of showing that we remember
those people who gave so much
forourfreedom.

The teachers and students
sported a badge of the red poppy
flower, as the poppies symbolize
remembrance. The pictures ofthe
kargil heroes were displayed with
their names. There was a small
presentation about Kargil War,
its victory and its consequences.

Then the children sang a song on Kargil War. The song described the need to console the
parents, friends and relatives of the martyrs who sacrificed their lives for the mother nation'.

A HOMAGE FOR OUR KARGIL HEROES

A few students acted as parents, friends and relatives of the heroes. The actors delivered
dialogues about the sacrifices made by the soldiers and how they were proud of them.

A few girls were dressed up like red poppies and performed a dance, portraying that the
poppies grew wild amid ravaged landscapes.

Thereafter, a student gave a brief speech about the story of the poppy stating that the seeds
of poppy will remain in the soil for several years without germinating and bloom only when it is
disturbed. The overturned soils of battle enabled the poppy seeds to be covered, thus allowing
them to grow and to forever serve as a reminder of the bloodshed during that and future wars.
These red poppies were like a threat to the skies stating that the blood of heroes will never die.

After this ,a student gave a brief speech on the significance of Vijay Diwas. The programme
came to an end with the Kindergarten students paying tribute by offering flowers. Then all the other
students and teachers lit up candles and paid homage to the soldiers, who had sacrificed their
lives.

Ms.Mee••.a..D
Visalakshipuram
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VALUE EDUCATION
The school has started value education for students. The basic intention is to cultivate

essential values in the students so that they can manage adverse conditions and develop further.

Value education is important to help everyone in improving the value that he/she holds and put

them to force. Once, everyone has understood their values in life, they can examine and control

various choices they make in life. The school takes one value for a month and makes the students

understand the importance of that value, in simple ways through stories and fun activities. The

notice board displays the quotes and quotations of the value forthe month.

The value for the month of July was FORGIVENESS. Forgiveness is the process of

concluding resentment or anger. The students were given an introduction about forgiveness

through a small story in the first week. Then in the second week they were given individual activity,

to make Story Cards with chart paper. Most of the cards were beautifully prepared and they were

displayed on the notice board. In the third week they were given group activity. The students were

divided into groups and games were conducted. The students of each team quarrelled with the

other teams when they lost the game. Later they were made to realize that they should forgive their

friends and develop a healthy friendship to be happy. In the assembly presentations, students

performed skit to show that forgiveness is to overcome anger, jealousy, hatred and annoyance.

The students also prepared book marks for all teachers and badges in the form of cloud, (as cloud

and rain symbolize forgiveness) for the whole school with quotations on forgiveness. A few

students narrated the incidents in which they were forgiven by others.

The value for the month of August was RESPONSIBILITY. The character of Responsibility

is formed over time. As part of being responsible, children learn the need to respect and show

concern for the well-being of other people. During the first week, the concept of responsibility was

explained through a small story. In the second week each student was given a responsibility and

each time, the students performed their responsibility, they wrote their names on a strip and

fastened both the edges to form a chain. At the end of the month, there were long responsibility

chains hanging in each classroom. In the group activity, the students were formed into groups and

each group made a clay model of a spider. The students did their responsibility enthusiastically

without blaming each other. In the assembly, students gave quotes and quotations on

responsibility and a brief speech about the do's and don'ts of responsibility.

19
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Ms. J).Mee"'A
Visalakshipuram- Section
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The value for the month of September is FLEXIBILITY. To make the students aware of the need

to be flexible, adaptable and to be open to others views, this topic was selected. In the first week,

the students were explained the concept of flexibility through a simple story. In the second week,

the students were given group activity. Each student was asked to bring a broom stick. The

students were asked to prepare petals out of broom stick. Each team made flowers with 5-7 petals

and coloured the flowers beautifully. The aim of the activity was to teach students to be flexible as

a broom stick which can be bent to make a beautiful flower instead of being rigid.

The focus on teaching and promoting values such as forgiveness, responsibility, and

flexibility provided students with a mechanism for self-regulated behaviour. The students became

aware of these values and practise them in their day to day life

Value Education
The School has started Value education for the students evolving lists of values

that need to be inculcated in students recommending various strategies to explore

peace - making throughout their life. Once, everyone has understood their values in life,

they can bring peace everywhere. The school takes one value for a month and makes the

students understand the importance of that value in a simple and a fascinating way. The

notice board displays the quotes and quotations of the value for the month accordingly.

The value for the month of July was HONESTY . The students were given an

introduction on the value. They were taught about the importance of being honest. They

were asked to prepare an 'Honesty-Dishonesty' journal to observe themselves and keep

track of every day life, for the first week. Then, the second week the children were given

individual activity ie. to make charts and cards with quotes and quotations based on

honesty.

All the children prepared the charts with real enthusiasm. They were asked to

present a skit on this value by the third week. They were given different situations for Role

play and they enacted both for and against the value. At the end of the month, some
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students narrated some incidents in which they were valued for being honest. The

students were given suggestions to remain honest to maintain the journal. They were

given valuable tips to overcome the problems, that may come up when they follow

honesty. The students also prepared badges for the whole school with quotes and

quotations on honesty. Notice Boards were decorated with beautiful charts with

valuable tips for this value.

The value for the month of August was Non - Violence. An introduction was given

forthe children about non - violence and the aftermath of anger.

The First week a Questionnaire was prepared regarding the value and was

discussed with the children. It was really interesting when they honestly accepted their

"non- co-operation" with every one and everything. They were given suggestions to

apologize when they are wrong and to change their attitude. Then, the Second week

posters were made for notice boards. Pictures were brouqh. by children on anger

management. Pictures showing both positive and negative results of anger were brought

by the students and were displayed on the notice boards. The Third week students were

asked to bring news articles showing emotions on depression, hatred, anger and

violence. Discussion on various situations and valuable tips to overcome anger were

conducted. It culminated once again with Badges being distributed to everyone.

As good values are essential for harmony in a community the school has focused

on creating awareness and promoting these values in children.

Ms. Karunya
Teacher

Ponmeni Senior Section
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Once there lived two friends, Gopal and Raj. Gopal opened a sweet shop and had

good customers. Then Raj opened another sweet shop in the same street and got more

customers. The next day, Gopal placed a sign board mentioning, "My sweets are spread all

over the city". On that day, he got more customers than Raj. The next day, Raj piased a sign

board mentioning" My sweets are spread all over the state" and attracted more people

than Gopal. Then Gopal's sign board read "Nation" and Raj's sign board mentioned

"World". Gopal wondered what to do next and so consulted his wifr-, His wife told him" Why

don't you write that Raj gets his sweets from you?" Gopal agreed to do it. After placing that

sign board, Gopal did better business than Raj. - S.K.SI4.A"'M4&4ld4AM4
Std IV

Jeevana, Visalakshipuram
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TRUE EDUCATION
Going to school and getting first marks are not enough. You have to learn good

values as a part of education which we are doing now in our school. We have a value for

every month, such as FORGIVENESS and RESPONSIBILITY.
My class teacher gave me the responsibility of helping a boy. I am doing the job

very well and I enjoy doing it, because of this, I am also responsible at home . My

responsibility at home is to do all my work by myself, to help my mother and father. I feel

gifted to study in this good institution.
- S. M. Atlitl4.'1A HA,.isl4

Std IV
Jeevana, Visalakshipuram

KEYBOARD COMPETITION

Key board competitions are conducted annually by "Trinity College London". It is
conducted in two parts. Theory and Practical. Theory exams are held in April-May, and
practicals in October, November and December. If not interested one can skip theory
exam and appear only for practicals. Contestants register for the exam through prominent
music schools. In Tamil Nadu two centres are there where exams are conducted one at
Chennai and the other at Salem.

Sagardas of IV '0' appeared for Electronic Keyboard practical exam, initial grade in
2008 October conducted at Chennai - Music and Drama. He registered through Isai -
Aalayam, Madurai and passed with merit. He is still continuing his keyboard studies and is
learning for the 1st grade exam which will be in November, 2009

M,.s. SAvitA
M/o. Sagardas G.Pai, IV '0'
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HISTORY DAY CELEBRATION

The History Day was celebrated on the 27th of August, 2009. It was one of those

special days in Jeevana that one is not likely to forget.

It was a beautiful morning, and there was excitement in the air. The whole school

seemed to be in a sort of festive mood and everyone appeared to be in the highest of

spirits. We entered the Senior School building to find the skating rink filled with charts,

models and all other kinds of exhibits. The first thing that caught our attention, however

was the decoration at the entrance of the skating rink that gave us the sensation of having

stepped into a medieval fort of some kind.

The day began with the morning prayer as usual and a few students gave speeches

on History. The first student to speak was Jai Prakash of Std X who talked about the

importance of History in our day-to day lives. Next, Akshay of Std IX traced Indian History

right from the days of the Harappan Civilization to the day India got freedom. Finally

Karthiga of Std X impressed on us, through her speech, how western values mingled with

Indian culture could benefit our country. With these illuminating speeches, the day began

and so did the celebrations.

A few students went from class to class, sharing vegetable & Fruit salads with

teachers. All of them wore badges and also happy smiles on their faces. The most note-

worthy part of the celebrations was the exhibition in the skating rink. Here, there were

stamp collections, coin collections, rebus puzzles, quizzes, models of ancient Harappan

jewellery, types of tombs; mind maps on various concepts and much more. Students and

teachers could be seen going through the exhibits with lots of enthusiasm and fascination.

There were also students wearing interesting costumes - one of them was dressed as a

Japanese girl.

The exhibitions changed the attitude of many students about History and has also

emphasized the importance of learning about the past.

~ 2_3_
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ANIMAL SPACE PIONEERS
1. Space dogs and a cat:

Laika , a female Samoyed husky became the first animal in orbit after being

launched by the USSR in Sputnik 2 on November 3rd 1957. There was no way to bring her

down and she died after ten days in space. Two female Samoyed huskies, Belka and

Strelka orbited successfully on 19th August, 1960. Strelka later gave birth to six puppies,

one of which was given to the US President John F.Kennedy.

2. Monkey business:

Able a female Rhesus monkey and Baker a female squirrel monkey were launched

by the U.S.A. They did not successfully return to earth. On 29th November, 1961, Encs, a

male chimpanzee completed two orbits and survived.

3. Flying frogs:

A Japanese Scientist took six green tree frogs to the Soviet Mir Space station to

conduct some weightlessness experiments. USA launched two bull frogs into orbit for a

week on 9th November, 1970.

4 A Space Menagerie:

The STS - 90 mission of Space shuttle Colombia contained the nurolab - a space

menagerie with 170 baby rats, 18 mice, 229 sword tail fishes, 135 snails, 1,51,4 cricket

eggs and larvae.

5. Spider:

Arabella, a web weaving garden spider arrived at US Sky Lab-3 on 28th July, 1973.

She spent almost 60 days in orbit in an experiment to the test of weightlessness on her

web-weaving skills.

6. Can of worms:

On February 1, 2003, Space shuttle Colombia STS-1 07 broke up on re-entry and its

crew of seven astronauts were killed on board. Animal experiments involving silkworms,

spiders, carpenter bees, harvester ants and Japanese killfish were destroyed but

amazingly canisters of worms were recovered alive.

R.Sl4.e,..b"'9"''''''*,''''''
IX '8'
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So much pleasure does she find,
In birds and flowers of every kind.
For she loves nature with all her heart,
And expresses it through her art.

Her hands have a magic of their own,
Such that to many she is known
For her drawings and neat presentation,
Which have always earned her lots of reputatio-:
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I was eleven when I saw her,
Entering my class as a newcomer,
A calm and quiet girl she was,
With little to talk and more to watch.

MY FRIEND
Now, four years later, I know her true,
For with the years, our friendship grew
I know her manners, I know her skills,
And to write about them, my heart with joy fills.

She sings and so beautiful is her voice,
And so nice are the songs of her choice,
That I always love to hear her sing,
With my eyes closed, than do any other thing.

A Caring sister and a loving daughter she is
And quite a wonderful friend too
There's no doubt that in future I' II miss
Her and her songs through and through.

&. R. Mee",,,,"sl4.i, X 'A'
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JEEVANA WISHES ALL

A VERY HAPPY 2010 I•
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